Predicted and observed alleles of Plasmodium falciparum merozoite surface protein-1 (MSP-1), a potential malaria vaccine antigen.
The 19-kDa antigenic domain of Plasmodium falciparum merozoite surface protein (MSP)-1 is a potential malaria vaccine candidate. Based on the amino acid substitution, four known alleles, E-TSR (PNG-MAD20 type), E-KNG (Uganda-PA type), Q-KNG (Wellcome type), and Q-TSR (Indo type) of this domain have been identified. Using single or double crossover recombinational events, we predicted the existence of additional alleles of this antigen. The presence of the predicted alleles was determined in parasite isolates from western Kenya, by undertaking a cross-sectional and a longitudinal study. Of the ten predicted alleles, we have revealed the presence of three new alleles: E-KSG-L (Kenya-1 type); E-KSR-L (Kenya-2 type); and E-KNG-F (Kenya-3 type). The results of this study suggest that it may be possible to predict the complexity of the genetic makeup of natural parasite populations.